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Sub 720p Hd Moviel. most of the circumstances stated in the fact, so as to make a finding of

undue influence will only be made upon a satisfactory showing of the existence of such
circumstances. The mere existence of some evidence establishing the fact that the relative

positions of the parties were such that the decedent was likely to be unduly influenced will not, in
and of itself, constitute such a showing. In Childs v. Artz, 50 Idaho 724, at page 730, 299 P. 216,
at page 217, Mr. Justice Blanchard, after reviewing numerous citations, stated the law as follows:
"* * * Where one, over the will of another, maliciously by improper influence procures it to be
executed, the will may be set aside. The cases are consistent in holding that the requirement of

this fact to set aside the will is not satisfied if the presumption of undue influence is not rebutted
by sufficient evidence. * * *" Under the record in the case at bar it cannot be concluded as a

matter of law that appellant has overcome the presumption of undue influence in the execution of
the "Final Will" under attack. A sufficient prima facie showing has not been made to indicate

that the appellant has established by sufficient evidence that the decedent was in a helpless
condition. On the other hand, substantial evidence exists in support of findings by the trial court

that the "Final Will" in question was the product of a disinterested mind and free of duress,
menace, fraud or undue influence. Appellant has failed to meet her burden of proof. The

judgment and decree of the trial court is affirmed. Costs to respondent. KNUDSON, C. J., and
McQUADE, J., concur. NOTES [1] Reported in 76 Idaho 330, 283 P.2d 1116. The present

invention relates to a method of sealing a gap between first and second sealing elements for use in
hermetically-sealed electric circuit components. A known method of hermetically sealing an

electric circuit component includes sealingly pressing two sealing elements onto a substrate and
flange portions of the sealing elements along a side of a circuit element housed in a housing. The

pressure applied to the substrate and to the flange f30f4ceada
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